Lemuria

In the beginning of this Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All
That Is on this earth dimension, we chose to Live Infinitely From Existence, existing as the infinite
creatures, plants, plankton, and such of the Universe to derive our experiences of Living Infinitely From
Existence. Our communication with each other was telepathically and we derived all of our experiences
through the forms of plants, creatures, plankton, and so on, such as some of the ones still here on this earth
dimension as Spiritual Soul BEings in plant, insect, and plankton form. This Infinite Circle of Living
Infinitely From Experience in physical human form in co~existence with the Spiritual Soul BEings who
choose to live infinitely from existence in plant, insect, animal, plankton and infinitely other forms, together,
two BEing as One, began its origins on this earth dimension as pure, perfect, whole, and complete in what
is known as Lemuria.
Spirit has gifted me with wisdom through Multi~Dimensional Travel (which The Infinitely Spiritual
Light BEing share with us the wisdom of this Multi~Dimensional Travel within the Spiritual Treasure
Gift of Infinity) as to the origins of when we first began our circle of being Spiritual Soul BEings within
physical human form on this earth dimension. In earth dimension time of about 900,000 BC until about
25,000 BC, the Lemurian Continent also known as Mu, was located in what we now call the South
Pacific Ocean.
Lemuria was the first base for ethereal beings (meaning that we are ethereal beings free from the physical
bodies that we now inhabit, as we were crystalline like ethereal beings of free~forming existence) on this
earth dimension and the populace consisted of eight races from the stars of The Pure Consciousness of the
Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is ~ The Orions, Pleiadians, Sirians,

Arcturans, Alpha Centauri, Polaris, Nibirus, and Andromedans were amongst those who colonized this
content called Lemuria. The Orion descendants are still discovered in the Polynesian Islands. Lemuria
consisted of a chain of large islands with the capital Ramu situated approximately, where the Hawaiian
Islands are today on this earth dimension. The lands belonging to the gigantic continent of Lemuria
included lands now under the Pacific Ocean as well as Hawaii, the Easter Islands, the Fiji Islands,
Australia, and New Zealand. Also lands in the Indian Ocean and Madagascar. The Eastern coast of
Lemuria also extended to what we now call as California and part of British Columbia in Canada.
There are crystalline caves that still exist within what Spirit share with me are the physical Lemurian pieces
that are here now on this earth dimension at this moment. Each Lemurian piece has within it a spiritual
vortex of energy and a crystalline cave or a series of crystalline caves that holds the crystalline energy of
Lemuria, of the Universe, and of All That Is. Each crystalline cave has within it the 8 main symbol of
Lemuria (8 representing infinity) and also the 12 main symbols that were designed for each cave which
represent the Merkaba of the number 6 twice thus two BEing as One. Together We are as Infinitely
Spiritual Light BEings being called to activate these crystalline caves and their symbols and the main
symbols of Lemuria to activate, to remember, to embrace, and to share with all the wisdom of Lemuria
again on this earth dimension at this earth time to shift us into the Oneness we ARE. As of the update to
this Spiritual Treasure Chest we call a book, there have been 31 regions revealed to me in channel that
comprise of these Lemurian pieces. Taking the 31 regions equaling the universal path number of 4 or the
diamond, of which there are 12 symbols within each cave, there are then 372 Lemurian symbols
represented on this earth dimension at this moment, this number also equaling the number 12 or two
Merkaba’s BEing as One, or as in two BEing as One. The following is a list of the pieces of Lemuria that
are here on this earth dimension at this moment within physical presence:
Starting in the U.S. : The Northern California Region and in particular Mt.Shasta; Oregon
particularly the Oregon vortex region; Washington State in particular Whidbey Island; Arizona in
particular Sedona and the Grand Canyon Regions; Colorado Region in particular the Longmont/Rocky
Mountain/Owl Mountain Regions; Idaho in particular Diamond Peak within the Lemhi Mountains
and the Lemhi valley Region; Utah, the whole state is one big piece and also in particular The Great Salt
Lake, Antelope Island, Zion National Park and Bryce Canyon; Wyoming in particular the Yellowstone

area and Cheyenne; Nevada in particular the area we know as Area 51; New Mexico in particular the two
regions of Taos and Carlsbad where the Carlsbad Caverns are located; Maine; Massachusetts in particular
the Salem region; New Hampshire in particular the White Mountains; Philadelphia in particular
Schuylkill Haven region; Vermont; Upper part of New York where the Adirondacks reside.
Around the Globe: Hawaii all of Hawaii and also in particular the Diamond Head region; Easter Island;
Christmas Island; the Fiji Islands; Australia; New Zealand; British Columbia in Canada;
UK/Scotland/Ireland region; Sweden/Norway/Finland/Denmark region; Tibet; Himalayan
Mountains; Peru/Chile regions are the part of Lemuria that became Atlantis during the transition which
is why there is such an existence of the crystal skull energy there as the crystal skull energy is that of the
wisdom that was embodied within these skulls of Lemuria to be preserved in these crystal during the
transition of Lemuria into Atlantis and on within linear time so that the wisdom could be reactivated as we
are being asked to do so now in this dimension; Madagascar; The Caribbean Islands; The Bermuda
Triangle area is the part of Lemuria that became Atlantis during the transition which is why there is such a
vortex that exists there.
Lemuria as it was shown to me in Multi~Dimensional Travel with Nenari and Natu as One BEing my
Guide, was of a tropical paradise with species of vibrant flowers, fruit and trees existing still within an
parallel Universe. Many species of the animals of this earth dimension now, such as fish, dolphins, dogs,
cats, horses and such were seeded in Lemuria as well as various species of lizards, birds and animals that are
now on this earth dimension as what is called extinct. We, as the Lemurian physical BEings live in true
harmony. We are generous and display Absoulute Love and Light, in everything that we are BEing and
do as physical form Spiritual Soul BEings. We utilize our spiritual gifts of telepathy, as we are telepathic
Spiritual Soul BEings within physical form, long before the creation of earth dimensional language. We
then with the ability to instantaneously and simultaneously create anything and everything we so desire, are
able to create luxurious surroundings, pleasant foods, extravagant gardens, art, and music. I saw on my
journey that some of the androgenous plants and fruits that is a stable food that is consumed by us as
Lemurians are the Mango, the Passionflower, the Pomegranate, Plumeria, and the Ginkgo biloba.
I was shown by Nenari and Natu that the physical BEing that I am as One Infinite BEing merged into
Oneness with them and within infinite life experiences that I came from just as we all come from The Pure

Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is and then I transformed
my essence to the star of Orion. My children in this earth life Chris came from Nibiru, Matthew from
Polaris, and Anthony from Sirius, which when I was shown this was free from being a surprise to me as
this is why Anthony he loves dogs or “doggies” as he still calls them, and that Sirius is the dog star, the star
of Absoulute Love which is what dogs bring to us here on this earth. From Orion I then chose to be birthed
into BEing as an etheric form first and then as physical form in that of Lemuria.
We as Lemurians embrace The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source
of All That Is and within that there are eight main symbols that we as Lemurians utilize to encompass this
essence. Although we use all of the infinite symbols, these eight symbols are the symbols that encompass the
All That Is of the infinite symbols and are the main consciousness symbols of Lemuria. These symbols are
~ The Infinite Cosmic Circle that within it had the six~pointed star known here on this earth dimension as
the Merkaba which encompasses the elements of earth, water, fire, air, wind in the sky, and the Spirit of
The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is within; The
‘G’ Infinite Circle of 6ratitude ~ which is that of the number 6 for the letter ‘G’ in 6ratitude for All That
Is, The Spiritual Telephone, The Crystal Beam Essence Lighthouse, The Elongated Marquise Crystal
Diamond, The Infinite Spiral of LIFE, and The Heart of Absoulute Love and Spiritual Oneness.

Some of my Spirit Guides (more on this within the Shamanism page under Animal Totems and Spirit
Guides) in other infinite forms are that of the Lighthouse Crystal and the Merkaba Crystal that I wrote of
within the wisdom of Lemuria. The Lighthouse Crystal is the Crystal beam of Spiritual Essence, my

guiding beam of light guide and the Merkaba Crystal (also can be spelled as Merkabah) is the divine
light vehicle we utilize to remember our connection with other infinite dimensions and Parallel Universes.
"Mer" means Light, "Ka" means Spirit, "Ba" means BEing. Mer~Ka~Ba means the Spiritual Soul
and the physical body as One, surrounded by the illuminating wheels of light, wheels within wheels, spirals
of energy as in DNA and in Chakras, which transports the Spiritual Soul and physical body as One ~
from One dimension to another, from One Parallel Universe to another as One.

Crystal Beam Essence & Merkaba
I also have as a guide what our son Matthew calls as the Spiritual Telephone Guide.

As you can see in this picture, The Spiritual Telephone Guide is comprised of what is known here on this
earth dimension as a Lemurian Seed Quartz Crystal named Dancing Rainbow in the middle representing
The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is, surrounded
by seven crystals representing the seven Chakras. The seven Crystals are Red Jasper, Carnelian, Golden
Quartz Crystal, Malachite, Turquoise, Amethyst (this Amethyst actually resembles the Soul Eye or
Third Eye as it has Amethyst in its center shaped as that of a physical eye’s iris and then quartz crystal
surrounding it) and a Herkimer Crystal Diamond. The Spiritual Telephone Guide came through an

identical vision that both Matthew and I had of a crystal cave that had exactly what we see here in the
picture (however, the stones were more vivid in color in our vision) which was a way for us to communicate
with and in Spiritual Oneness with The Infinitely Spiritual Light BEing Pure Consciousness of the
Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is. A ‘dialing in’ as Matthew calls it, as the
Lemurian Seed Crystal would be placed onto a crystal shaft that when placed would illuminate a rainbow
of auric light all around this cave and enlighten the dialing stones around it. This cave exists within the
Lemurian dimension which resided within this earth dimension, as I shared of The Infinitely Spiritual
Light BEing’s wisdom of within the Spiritual Treasure Gift (Chapter) entitled The Game Called LIFE.

As Lemurians, we are androgynous, being of both physical human form sexes as ethereal Spiritual Soul
BEings. We are free from any need to sexually interact with each other in the way we know of SEX on
this earth dimension now or to reproduce biologically, as our unions were of Simultaneously EXperiencing
Absoulute Love (which we speak of within the Spiritual Treasure Gift (Chapter) entitled Infinite
Relationship), free from physicality but through our telepathic communication. Our union is also with The
Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is, and with that of
our Spirit Guides, Angels, and other infinite forms of Guides and Mentors just as Spirit shares of within
the Spiritual Treasure Gift (Chapter) entitled Our Guiding Light ~ Spirit Guides. We also have frequent
contacted with what we call here on this earth dimension now as extraterrestrial races. However, these earth
dimensionally named extraterrestrial races are far from being seen as we see them now on this earth
dimension within The Ego Self of the Soul of fear and of the unknown as somehow scary. These BEings
are considered as all BEings of this existence are, as beautiful, whole, perfect and complete Spiritual Soul
BEings expressed within infinite forms and this races’ form is in what we call as an extraterrestrial BEing.
They were seen from Absoulute Love in Infinite Spiritual Oneness, rather than fear.
We as the Lemurians are free from experiencing the e~motions of being alone or isolated. We utilize
telepathy for communication and have complete unity of thoughtenergy. We can easily levitate and
manifest objects. We utilize Out of Body Astral Projection, Teleportation, and Multi~Dimensional
Travel to explore the infinite Parallel Universes and dimensions. Structures such as pyramids, crystal caves

like the one Matthew and I saw in a vision (which I speak of within the Spiritual Treasure Gift
(Chapter) on Auras), and the central outdoor meditation chamber of a Crystal Lighthouse that I saw
during my Multi~Dimensional Travel to Lemuria, are made from pure crystal quartz to manifest the
Spiritual Oneness Infinite Light through Rainbows.
There is also free from being an concept such as we call on this earth dimension now as time or space.
Everything occurs simultaneously and instantaneously free from any concepts of clocks, time, or calendars.
All souls on Lemuria flow through life in infinite Divine wisdom within each soul’s individual intuitive
rhythm and that rhythm co~creates together in synchronicity with the OneSoul we all are and the direct
reflection of The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is
that we are and emanate from.
Other statues and carvings are also created from the other rocks and stones of the earth. These were free
from being carved by the physical hand, but carved utilizing the spiritual gifts of Telepathy, of Levitation,
Teleportation, and of Telekinesis to create and move these objects. We as Lemurians also use the spiritual
technologies of crystal, solar, water, and sonic energetics for healing and other uses. We use the power of
synergy when we meditate, to share thoughtenergies and Absoulute Love; and meditation was seen in
anything and everything. Music is used as a healing aid and considered the Song of the Soul. The colors of
the rainbow represented the colorful light being of the Soul.
All crystals and stones of the earth, just as All That Is of this earth dimension are treated as having healing
and connective resonances to, with, and within The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the
Universal Source of All That Is. They are free from being gifted meanings to them or properties such as
we do now on this earth dimension, as all crystals are seen as infinite living beings of light just as we all are
and just as everything and every soul on this earth dimension is. It was whichever stone or crystal that we
are being called to and resonate with at that moment to utilize is what we chose and whichever meaning we
so choose it to mean that we choose. In Lemuria, all souls choices of what stones mean, of which path in
LIFE they so choose are all considered to be blessed, free from one way being better than another.
In Lemuria, we also are free from what we consider now on this earth dimension as the concepts of religion
and God. For we have the inner knowing and inner wisdom in Lemuria that GOD is the Gift Of Divinity

within all of us as One Soul expressed within infinite forms. That we are The Pure Consciousness of the
Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is, and that this is GOD, or the Gift Of
Divinity within us all. Therefore we are free from a need to experience religion as a game within this game
of LIFE (Living Infinitely From Experience) on Lemuria.

In Lemuria every soul co~creates as One in community with projects oriented in harmonious assistance to
and for all. Lemuria is free from the concept we know here on this earth dimension now as work, as all souls
assist each other when requested, free from obligation, just simply out of Absoulute Love, Oneness, and
Community. Lemurians are free from having to pay to acquire anything they desire or need. Everything is
free and free flowing and infinitely abundant. Since our lives are Absoulutely stress free and we choose to
assist all souls from a resonance of Absoulute Love, Oneness, and Community every soul enjoys (enjoy
meaning in joy or en joy with LIFE) LIFE and considers it to be FUN (Feeling Universal
kNowledge) and very fulfilling, thus, free form this earth dimension’s concept called ‘work’. Every soul has
Infinite Possibilities of developing their own personal talents, their hobbies, their personal studies of interest
and their favorite pastimes within this game called LIFE (Living Infinitely From Experience) and all
ways of BEing and all interests are embraced and celebrated for the infinite possibilities that they. In
Lemuria each soul is celebrated for the spiritual BEing that we are, free from being seen as “different” or
“bad” for being different, for differences are celebrated as simply infinite expressions of co~creation with
and of who we are as The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All
That Is. We in Lemuria see us as OneSoul expressed within infinite physical BEings of light and
Absoulute Love and we celebrate those unique expressions of this Oneness.
Food is plentiful in infinite forms on Lemuria. Much as it is now on this earth dimension, we Lemurians
eat of all sources ~ plant, animal, and vegetable. Animals are seen much as Spirit invites us all to see
animals on this earth dimension now, as a Spiritual Soul BEing in animal form who has chosen to gift its

own physical form to be enjoyed by all whom choose this as a food option. Food is distributed fresh and
wholesome daily in various distribution centers and every soul takes what they need. Or if we so choose, we
may grow food of our own and this food is then for us and also to be shared with all souls of Lemuria
infinitely by our choice to share, as within the Lemuria every soul is everything and anything freely as we
know we are all One.
The food in Lemuria is free, fresh, and totally organic from the earth and animals are fed from the organic
nutrients of Lemuria. All food in its plethora of forms has a high concentration of life gifting minerals,
vitamins, enzymes, fiber, oxygen, nutrients, and such that keep the physical bodies in such outstanding
condition. Food in its plethora of forms is free from being seen as “good or bad” for us, as food is viewed
simply as food, with a plentiful abundant supply of infinite varieties, one food being free from being any
better or “good or bad” for us than any other, as all food is food, nourishing for the physical body. Sun,
Water, and Sea Salt derived from the vast oceans surrounding Lemuria is consumed infinitely bringing
forth Spiritual and physical form Well~BEing together, as two into One.
As Lemurians we live within the physical body maintaining it as a youthful temple of Infinite
Well~BEing for our soul to reside within for thousands and thousands of earth dimensional years free
from aging, free from dis~ease, free from physical deterioration. We resonate within the infinite spiritual
wisdom that the weather of this earth dimension is able to be manifested as the tropical warm and
beautifully abundant paradise Lemuria is simply by our collective thoughtenergies of Infinite Absoulute
Love, Light, and Spiritual Oneness community. In Lemuria, since every soul lives their lives within a
resonance of Infinite Absoulute Love, Light, and Spiritual Oneness community, we as Lemurians enjoy
(in joy, en joy) perfect weather every moment of our lives. The weather remains like a constant spring, an
even temperature of around 70 to 75 degrees all earth dimensional year round. There is free from being a
need for the four seasons that we experience on this earth dimension now as the water and the nutrients are
all available to sustain Lemuria. For through utilizing the thoughtenergy processes of Absoulute Love,
Bliss, and PEACE (Purely Experiencing Absoulute Cosmic Enlightenment) through Infinite Spiritual
Oneness in Lemuria, we create an resonance of a continuous atmosphere of paradise weather that is life
sustaining free from weather that is one extreme or the other like the seasons we now have on this earth
dimension.

Weather Patterns
Spirit shares with us that the erratic weather patterns on this earth dimension that we experience in this
moment are the result of a collective thoughtenergy of erratic e~motional Ego Self of the Soul energetic
axiom patterns of the souls here on this earth dimension. This is energy that gives the illusion of being free
from being transformed into Oneness that seems to appear to sit stagnate on this earth dimension. It is
therefore that this energy is viewed by us through our filters as being “bad” and so we bounce this energy
around like a ball creating what can be known on this earth is chaos. As such it can be seen within the
illusion we call on this earth as wars, fighting, anger, us ~vs~ them ways of being, and erratic weather
patterns such as earthquakes, floods, and such severe weather. The Infinitely Spiritual Light BEing
imparts through the wisdom of the Spiritual Metaphor that the weather is like the Barometer of the
spiritual resonance of this earth dimension. Spirit reveals that even though our scientist souls on this earth
dimension that may tell us otherwise that we are free from being able to shift the weather patterns, the
elements of nature manifested by weather patterns is another facet of LIFE (Living Infinitely From
Experience) that mirrors our Spiritual Soul BEings within physical form’s use of e~motional energy
within The Ego Self of the Soul, rather than that of the feeling thoughtenergies of Absoulute Love, Bliss,
and PEACE (Purely Experiencing Absoulute Cosmic Enlightenment) through Infinite Spiritual
Oneness collectively. Therefore, we can change the weather patterns on this earth dimension simply
individually or as a collective consciousness simply by shifting the energy from a resonance of the illusions of
anger, blame, fear and so on into the weather of Lemuria of what can call as paradise using the
thoughtenergy vibrations of Absoulute Love, Bliss, and PEACE (Purely Experiencing Absoulute Cosmic
Enlightenment) through Infinite Spiritual Oneness.
When I received this channeled wisdom from Spirit and periodically over the several earth dimensional
years that have followed, I have placed this wisdom to what we call here as this earth dimensional test. Just
recently I did so again to demonstrate to several friends of mine of how one soul can transform the weather
of this earth dimension, even free from being a collective energy. One earth dimensional day, it was
forecasted here for rain. In fact, my former husband called me from one hour away and said it was
pouring rain there and he was certain it was raining here at our home. I said that it was sunny here, which
it indeed was. Why? Because I had placed within my thoughtenergy that it would be sunny that day. I

was free from placing the thoughtenergy of “I hope for no rain” because as we will see later on in this
Spiritual Treasure Chest, the word ‘No’ is free from resonating with us as a Spiritual Soul BEing, thus
when we say the words “no rain” or experience the thoughtenergy of “no rain”, what comes forth is the word
“rain”. Thus, when the very thing that we desired to be free from occurring does indeed occur, we get upset
and have an Ego Fit about it. However, if we are to focus on our thoughtenergy as Spirit invites us to of “I
desire it to be sunny today” then so it shall.
And so, this particular day, it stayed sunny until about 4:30 p.m. that afternoon while during our
homelearning parkday, it began to pour. Why? Because I chose and held the thoughtenergy that any
such moment the Universe was ready, that it could rain, and it did.
The next earth dimensional day, again, it was to rain, with another storm coming in as the one that
brought rain late that previous day and early evening was to shift out and bringing another storm in. A
friend of ours emailed me to say that she thought it to rain that next day and that maybe it would be wise
for us to get together another day. I wrote her back saying that I knew it would be sunny here (she is about
35 miles south of us) and that we could still get together if she so chose to. She emailed later in the day to
say it had been raining all day at her house. But….was it raining that day at our house? We had
sunshine off and on mixed with clouds that day. J
And speak of Barometers, it is interesting that just about this earth dimensional moment that I received
this channeled information about Lemuria, the weather, and other such messages that we as a family got a
barometer; one that you fill up with colored water and the water is to rise through the circular tube when
there is a storm coming and it is to fill into the global holder when it is sunny. However, we have nicknamed
it our Spiritual barometer as it really works within the spiritual vibrational energetic resonance of our home
rather than of the weather outdoors!
I have repeated this earth dimensional connection with The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite
Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is experiment in many moments on this earth dimension within
things such as when driving on the freeway or on a street that appears to have the illusion of traffic, just
simply experiencing the thoughtenergy within me of “I envision this freeway to be a clear pathway for all
including me”, in which the illusionary appearance of traffic falls away, creating exactly what I envision

which is this freeway or street I am driving on in that moment as a clear pathway for all including me,
which in turn arrives me at the driving destination in what we would call expeditiously here on this earth
dimension.

In Lemuria, we live in houses that seem like very luxurious palaces in relation to the homes of this earth
dimension in this moment. Material wealth, as well as, abundance wealth in all its infinite forms is
unlimited for all in Lemuria. We are free from a monetary system, but rather have a very effective barter
system. Everyone is gifted one of these palaces to live in when they reach adulthood or start a family of their
own if they so choose. And if any soul chooses to continue to live with their family of origin, they may do so
and raise their family with their family of origin. If such a family needs a bigger home to accommodate all
souls living there, all within the community of Lemuria assist graciously in the building of other rooms to
the existing home or within building another home for this family or within bartering homes or within
utilizing our spiritual gifts of telekinesis, teleportation, and other gifts to assist in getting the family what it
earthly physical needs are. We, as Lemurians are free from ever having to buy anything. We can acquire
anything we desire or need just by going to the various distribution centers and getting it, just by asking for
it, or by utilizing our spiritual gifts to manifest it.
We are free from this earth dimensions concepts of taxation of any kind, the I.R.S., a banking system,
credit card systems, realtors, mortgage companies, hospitals, doctors as every soul is free from ill~ness and
dis~ease as the physical body in Lemuria is a fountain of youth that is able to sustain our souls within
physical resonance for many thousands of years and is free from deteriorating. We are free from having
the need for lawyers, law enforcement officers, or prisons as all souls are regarded in Infinite Absoulute
Love free from being seen as “bad” or “wrong” thus we Lemurians are free from any Ego Self of the Soul

concept of being needed to be “kept in line”. Lemuria is also free from having mental institutions as we see
each soul for the infinite spiritual gifts that we all are gifted with free from The Ego Self of the Soul of fear
of the unknown. We are free from there being retirement homes because all can maintain perfect Infinite
Well~BEing, youth, and vitality for thousands of earth dimensional years, until they chose to move into
their next calling in another Universe of resonance to their soul. As in Lemuria we simply see us as OneSoul
expressed within infinite soul BEings just as we see us as The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite
Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is. In Lemuria, there was free from being any concept or
distinction as being more than OneSoul. For although we are expressed within infinite physical BEings at
this moment in Lemuria, we see all as One and therefore there was free from being any concept such as we
now on this earth dimension know called two, three, and so on.
I originally received this channeled information through Multi~Dimensional Travel with Nenari and
Natu just after our sons Matthew and Anthony had seen something on the television having to do with
Easter Island and they desired to know more about what this place called Easter Island was and could we
visit it. That night in my meditation is when I transported Multi~Dimensionally to Lemuria to see this
vision. I later discovered that physical evidence of Lemuria’s existence in this earth dimension can be
discovered within the Easter Islands, as well as, oceanic evidence of what we call as ruins. It is through
Lemuria, we created the first essence of this game called LIFE, that of playing this game in FUN
(Feeling Universal kNowledge).
The Two Essences of the Game of LIFE BEing as One
Nenari and Natu shared with me that Lemuria gave way to the Atlantean way of BEing which is when
The Ego Self of the Soul came into its cyclical existence. As The Infinitely Spiritual Light BEing, they
share that we created this to occur so as to bring forth the second essence of this game we call LIFE that we
chose to come here to play, that of choosing to forget the Infinitely Spiritual Light Soul BEing, the infinite
expression of The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is
that we are.
Hence, it was then that Consciousness viewed itself as "other than" itself, other than Oneness; which is how
duality was born of Oneness, and The Ego Self of the Soul which perceives itself as other than or separate

than Pure Consciousness, was too born of this Oneness, of The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite
Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is that we are. Thus the numbers One and Two. Spirit shares
that this is a little like when we are brushing our teeth in the bathroom and we seemingly catch our own
reflection in the mirror out of the corner of our eye. For a moment, we have the illusionary experience that
another soul is there with us. Though really, it is our own reflection of our soul within this mirror that has us
be in the axiom with or believe that there are two separate souls there. Because consciousness by its own
nature is conscious, it then becomes conscious of that duality, of those two things. Then consciousness, the
Spiritual Oneness Observer, observed the duality that was created. In that moment, it was as if a third
thing was born. Thus the numbers one, two, and three. Consciousness, in turn, became aware of those three
things and gave birth to a fourth. That process cascaded out into infinite multiplicity in a nanosecond. It is
similar to holding two mirrors up in front of one another. Instantly, an infinite number of mirrors come
into view such as this picture of the mirrors that are within the home that we currently reside in within our
bedroom.

This is how we created Infinite Spiritual Soul BEings within physical human form and infinitely other
forms from being One Spiritual Soul and before that being The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite
Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is. We did create infinite physical forms within Lemuria, yet
we were free from the knowing of or the creation of the illusionary concept of more than One until the
transition from Lemuria into Atlantis. Thus, the events that occurred for Lemuria to give the illusion of
vanishing and the Atlantean ways of BEing and other ways of BEing that come in linear time succession
thereafter all occurred simply as the cycle of LIFE (Living Infinitely From Existence and Living
Infinitely From Experience these two BEing as One) that we choose to create as this game. There are
those on this earth dimension today within The Ego Self of the Soul of duality who say that “bad things”

such as floods, souls ‘dying’, and other seemingly ‘horrific’ events occurred and continue to occur because we
were somehow “bad” and followed The Ego Self of the Soul and such.
The Infinitely Spiritual Light BEing reveals the wisdom that these events indeed occurred, but that they
did so simply as a cyclical energetic pattern of the game called LIFE we created so that we may remember
that of our origins of existence of Lemuria, the first in the cycle of ethereal beings we are who incarnated
here on this earth dimension, and also to remember our origins of where we originated as the Infinitely
Spiritual Light BEings we are, that being from The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of
the Universal Source of All That Is ; remembering this through the Soul Rememberings through Life
Experience that are shared with us within this Spiritual Treasure Chest we call on this earth dimension as a
book. And in remembering both of these origins, it is then two BEing as One, One Infinite Universal
Source of All That Is expressed in Infinite Expressions of itself through this earth dimension, Infinite
Universes, and Infinitely anything and everything.
We play this game willingly as we have chosen to play this game by choosing to incarnate here on this
earth dimension. And in choosing to play this game, we are melding the two essences of this game into One:
that of playing this game in FUN (Feeling Universal kNowledge or feeling the wisdom of Universal
Source of All That Is that we are, feeling this from LIFE as an experience meaning Living Infinitely
From Existence and Living Infinitely From Experience, these two BEing as One) and that of choosing to
forget the Infinitely Spiritual Light Soul BEing, the infinite expression of The Pure Consciousness of the
Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is that we are, these two essences BEing as One,
to where we come to the infinite wisdom of Stepping Into and BEing Spiritual Oneness, where the illusion
of The Ego Self of the Soul merges into the Soul as it is Whole or the Whole OneSoul, that being of the
Infinitely Spiritual Light Soul BEing, the infinite expression of The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic
Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is that we are. Just like that of the mirror, The Ego
Self of the Soul is the illusionary appearance we create to assist us in this game of LIFE in the melding of
these two as One, so that it is All One, All as the Infinitely Spiritual Light Soul BEing, the infinite
expression of The Pure Consciousness of the Cosmic Infinite Circle of the Universal Source of All That Is
that we are.

